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Introductiop

1

Curriculum materials are consttucted to meet the needs

of pupils and major research etforts' are devoted to the evaluation

of the attainment of curriculum goals." Needs, concerns and priorities

of teachers are only rarely introduced into deliberations of curriculum

developers.
1, 2

Yet, lacking such considerations the product of the 0

curriculum development is bound to be' eficient.
3

Te(achers' views are

important for, 'at leapt, two reasons:(a) Teachers may be conceived as

reflecting needs of pupils hecauA of their intimate 'knowledge and

experiepce of the realit4s df olassroom,
4

b) They play a crucial role
.

. . .

/ 5 1

in the ipterpretation and ipplementation of curricular innovations.
. /

These views and concerns of teacheIrs about curriculum may be disclosed
. .

by two diffeCent approaches. First, teaglieri may be asked to assess

the importance of questions that they may put to curriculum materials.

An example of such a questionliss: "Do the curriculum materials refledt

new developments in the particular discipline?" Assigting high

importance to this question would reflect high concern olyeachers aboUt.,

the subject matter contentof materials. Second, one may inquire about )

teachers' prferences as pertaiLng to act6al curriculum' characteristics.

For example,. the questionqxhether or not drawings and figures should A

be incorporated in curriculum Materials may be assigned "low importance"'

by.teachers,who ire not overly conderned with thtt format.otmaterials.

Yet, these same teachers may v&w drawings and figAes as. highly
.

desirable characteristics of cUrriculum materials. IC thfrd question

abOut the intereiCtion of teachers and durrJcuium materials relateks to
. . . . . . .

their-own image asoto their involvementtn-curriculum implementation.

Do teacheirs conceive,themselveb asautonompus decision makers who adapt

materials to their oWn classroom Aituatione, Or do they expect to

implement the'se materials as faithfully as,possible?
..c1)

-
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A

4rThe following quc t ons abovt viows and coneerns of

teachers in relation to curriculum materials were stndied:

1) What quelions about curriculum materials concern
teachers most?

2) What is the relationship 'tween the importance teachers
attach to questions about urriculuin maptrials and their
preferences regarding actual curriculumjcharacteristics?

1

3) What is the image teachers have .of their own role in
curriculum implementation?

'The identifilation of teachers concerns about curaculum materials

and their priorities regarding curriculum characteristics has imp-
.

ortant practical implicatfons. Knowledge of these concerns and

priorities may guide curriculum development as well as the planning

of teNcher eduCation. At a theoretical level it may provide a

frameworkfor research on teachers'.roles in the curriculum enterprise
1

and the rela ionship betwmh teachers and curriculum Flevelopers.-

Method

Instruments: '.11Wo indtrumemts were developed. One consisting of

40 questions that can be put\to cbrriclium materials, is designated
4

' as Curriculuharacteristics Inypntory (C64)7Questions. The, other,

'consisting of the same items put in the form of positive statements

describing .ch4racteristics of curricular materials, IS designated as

Curriculum CharactertsticsInvento'ry (CCIY-rStateMents. The-iteMe-
.

were designed iq part on the basis of a.14eratute review of elisting

systems,of curriculum analysis such as Eash
6
Ste*ens and Morrissett7

,

and Pen4eretz
-8

. Additional items 'included jri CCI weie produced by

the investigators on the basis'of their experience in Arriculum
.

'development and teacher:education.. Content validity of theAtems

vat: determined by five curriculum experts.--CCI consists of,40 Aems
-

represenOing the falowing curriculUm characteristics: SUbject matter;

Book layout; Instructiomatudent; Useability; Teacher. For the kind of

items represe)64ng.elach of thesefaspedts see Table .3. re respondents

were asked a) to rate each item on ca six point scale, b) to rank'the
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five least important/ desirable items. They were also invited to

add IteMs if they so desired,

Sample: Three samples partieibated in the study, one consisting of
.

secondary biology teacheis'and the other two non-biology teachers

("others"). Tbe biology teachers (W7O) and pne sample of others

(N=85) responded to CCI-questions. The third sample (N=90) which

was very similar'in composition to the .second, responded to CCI-

Statements. Table 1 shows the composition of.each sample across

several background variables.

V
p

Insert Table 1 here

Although the samples are not randomthey do represent a substantial
t

portion of Israeli teacheKs wi4 similar'backgrounds. The biology

teachers are different from.the other two samples in several important

characteristics. The percentage of ,male biology teachers is almost
%

equal to the percentage of female teachers( they hold higher acadeMic

degrees and were trained as teachersl'Universities. Moreover, all

tl?eNbiology ) eacheis have been teaching new inquiry oriented biOlogy .

programs with a strong emphasis on laboratory investigatic>ns and many

of them, at least those with more than eight years of teaching, exper-.

ienced within theil" own teaching career a transitiOn from a traditionally
. w ,

oriented program to a new, differen'one. The general atmosphere in

ft Igraelischools is 4ighly oonduciv /to curriculum reforms and consequently

the questionnairee used in the prsetit study are well wAhin.the interest

of most teachers.
S.

1

' Data Analysis: Two modes of responses were requested a) rating' of each

/' . A

item'on a six point scale in which 1 = not important and 6 = very
.

I

important, b) ranking..of the mostpriporUent and 5 ltast,important items.

The rating results are'reported both as frequency distributions and as
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.04 mean scores and standaid fleviations on a 6 point scale. The ranking

results a're reported as meanranking scores.

Since there were 46 items the top item received rankOf 40, the next

3§ and so on till 35, while the boXtom received ranking from 1 to 5.

The rest 30 items of each respondent received ranking of 19.5 each.

. The date was.anallqted by SPSS computer programs yielding frequency
\

distributions, meant standard devia ions, correlations, t tests'and one

11) way analysis of variance.

Findings,

General views of teachers.

\

Two independent samples, one comprised of secondary school.
1

biology teachers and the other comprised of elementary and secondary

teachers of other subjects, responded*to the Questions part of the

Curriculum Charactekiitics Invelitory (CCI). Table 2 represents the

resUits of th two''SamOles.

Insert Table 2 here

.The subtests, each representing a particular aspect, are arranged in

Table 2-from.highest tJ lowest according to the ratings (Part A) of

the secorary school iology teachers as. follows:4. Subject matter,

Instruction, Book Layout, Student, Useability and Teacher. The same
1

% . .

sequence with one exception is found in thd "others" grOUp, fer
,

which the "Student" subtest is second and the "Instruction" subtest

is'fourth. Generally, there is complete congruence between thewrating

(Part A) and ranking .(part B) in both samples with one exception: in

the "others",grotip, in Part B, the "Student" subtest occupies the top

position. It may be c oncluded that questions related to subject matter

are mdst important for alf teachers, while ques tions related to students

Are equally important for notOlo1ogy.teachers but not so'important to.

biology teachers. Interestingly tor both samples both rating and ranking

show tAat'questions relatectto'thepteacher,r-conceived as the least

'Amportant.



Since in niost items the mean scole ot the two samples were

similar, the twd samples were combined thereby representing.the views

of Israeli teacher4 in general (see Table 3)

\,

to'

Insert Tdble 3 here

The responses in Table 3 are aaranged according to the mean rating and

ranking scores from higliest t'b lowest within each subtest.

Diiferences between1D1222sLy_anclology teachers.

A preliminary comparison 9.f the elementary (N=40) and

secondary (1'145) non-biology teachers revealed very similar results.

Since the biology teachers sere secondary sch000l 1teachers, only

the secondary non-biology teachers were included in the comparison.
14

TABle'2 represents-the sUbtests and items for whic( statistically

significant differences were found.

Insert Table 4 here

1 Table 4 shows that a major difference, between the two groups related to

items dealing with various aspects of the "Student" such as age and

opportunities to deveiop creativity, attitudes and values. Biology

teachers appear to be significantly less concerned with these issues.

While concerns related to the t4acher occupy the lowest priority\in

both groups, biology teachers appear to be less concerned than their

non-biology cdunterparts About issues such as whether or not the

authors' background or authors' reasons for curricular dedisions, or the

time required for teachers' preparation are specified. Oin the other

hand, biology teachers expressa higher level of/interest in suggestions

for homework. They are also considerably more interested in'"Book Layout"

end esPecially in the quality and adequaCy of the illustrations. Lastly,

.with regard to °Useability"; non-biology teachers axe more interested'

ARV

46%

/6
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to ascertain that the necessary instructional means will be readily

available.

As may be seen in Table 3, five items were oonsidered only by the
7* .

biology teachers: These
s
items are science oriented,with special interest

to biology. It is interesting to ote the extremely high priority

assigned to the role of the larorat ry and,the -ery high interest in the

role of field work, as well as the emphasis on the acquisition of inquiry

skills. These expressed interests certainly reflect the.inquiry orient-

ation of the Israeli high school biology Curriculum..

Whether or not the program contalt% experiments with living animals or

requires prerequisite knowledge of chemistry and physics appear to be of

considerably less concere to the biology teachers.

'Interrelationships among different areas of concern

. Table 5 represents .the intercorrelations among the subtest

scores.

Insert Table 5 1161)e

It may be observed that for'both groups a concern for one,area'is, with .

few exceptions, moderately associated with concern with other`areas.

This means that some teachers are mbre
-about the Programs'that they are/ going

a high concern for "Subject matter".is

interested than others in knowing

tó teach. For both'jgroups however,
4

.not associated with a high concern

for issues related either to the "Teacher"

COngruence between rating and_rank*pg

The ;elationships between Part A

or to the "Book layout".

rating) and Part B Jrankingl

were examined by com&ting the correlations between 4) the responses to
A

the same subtesti in the two, parts, and b) the responses to all items of
r

Part A with those to all items in Part B.' Statisticaly significant

correlations between Parts A and B were found for,the bi7logy teachers

(NJg70) in the follo 'ng subtests:

7SUbject matter (.46 , Layout (.42), Student 4-N45) and Useability (.38),

all significan differences beyond the 0.01 level. For th6-non-biologi:r

teachers (D185) there were statistically differaices beyond the 0.01 level

in Subtests Subjeqt. Matter,'(.321 and Bdtook Layout.(.51).. Statistically 1

differences 15eyond,the .0.05'level werg found for subtests Instruction (.20)
,

.01
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and useabtlity (.22).

r.

yhen individual items intercorrelations are considered we
,

Knd for the biology teachers a mean COI-relation index of .39 with a
4

lowest value (.14) for item 35 and a highest value (.57) tor item

26. For the non-bio

/(

ogy teachers the mean correlation index was .27

with a lowest level .4(.11) for item 22 and a highest lever (.49) for

1 item 29. It may be concluded tha't while the rating and ranking are

aliptly or moderately correlated, they are not Adentical and, there-

ore, when information gathered by both points at simila trends it

y be regarded with a high level of confidence.

tionship of responses to background variables

In each of the samples, i.e. biology and non-biology teachers,

/ one way Analysis of variance was performed to detect differences'among
,

groups with different backgroUnds, In both samples there were no stet-

,..q.stically significant differences according to sex, education, teach-

ing experienCe and type of school,

Within the non-biology teachers there were 9 geography

teachers wha differed from the rest in two subtestNik.Their mean score

in-subtest "Instruction" was 3.33 as opposed to that-of other non-

biology teachers 4.53 (F=3.64, p(0.01) and in subtest "Student" 4.00

as opposed.to that of other non-biology teachers 5.00 (F*3.18, p(042).

Among the biology te.achers there Was one statistically significant
,

difference in subtest "Useability" in which the mean of teachers in

grades 7-8 (N=6) was 4.96 and that of teachers in other grades was

significantly lower 4.16.(F=7.27, p<0.001).

The items which comprised CCI were formulated si r as
,

questions or as statements. For example: item 23 reids as a estion:

"Are there opportunfties to develop creativity?". As a statement it

reads: "There are opportunities to develop creativity".
a

As stated above two samples of non-btolog\teachers'responded

"each either to CCI-Ques ions orqo CCI-Statement s. The two samples

were very similar in a14 background.variables.

The results obtained with CCI7-Seatements were genet-ally

very similar to those .reporied. for CCI-Qrstions, both.in mean scores.

9
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and in, the intercorrelation.; among subtests in Parts A and P.

Insert Tahlv 6 here

tholts '''Its .Illf-'1). ) ,., ..1.11).)t i ,I!,.. ;»! i( ) »,1 dirt,),;

in the mean scores of.three subtests. These stdtistically :,ignificaut

differences which occured are presented in-Table 6.

_Table 6 shows that most of the statistically significant differences

found were in the rating of itrms in subtest "Student" and in the

rnking of items in subtest "Teacher". Since the results generally
.._

lend support to the assumption about the similarity of the two samples,

we consider the felaNlifferences reported in Table 6 as representing

the effect of item format, rather than differences between samples. As

may be seen in subtests "Subject matter" and "Student", higher wilues
1

, were obtained in CCI-Question- while,with one exception, the opposite

was the case for subtest "TeA7her", where higher values appear in

CCI-Statements.

Disctission

Three'questiops were dealt.with in the study and each will
4

be discussed separalte1y.

What questions- about cuviculum materials concern teachers

most? The three samples participating in the study above showed the

highest level of concern for the 'Subject Matter" aspect of curriculum

materials. On the other hand, quettions related to the "Teacher" were

concerned ap least important.

The high priority all teachers accord to "Subject Matter" is
', '

xonsistent with findings' of studiei dealing with teacher,planning
9, 10

showing that teachers spend the largest prOportion of their planning

on content decisions. The centrality of content_in teachers' plahning

deliberations is reflected in the importance they attach too4uestions

about curriculum materials related to thi6 area. On the other hand it
:

appears as if teachers. are reluctant to ask questions focused on the

"Teacher" aspect. One possible explanation for tipese finding0"is that

Iteachers expect curriculum mterials to focus on cOntent and/or students

and accept this As a legitimate and defensible orientation. On the other m

hand the.1 do not expect curriculum materials to deal with the mode of

interactn between themselves and the materials.

. ,
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findings.of studies related to tearher$' iklicit theorie 11
rn one

of these studies
12

it was found that aides and parents were much more

salient'in the teachers' thinking than wore other teachers ahd the

principal. One may conclude either that teacheni tend to asn,.ign con-

siderations about their own profossion a minor place in theirprote.ss-
b

ional delinlirations, or alternatively, one may argue that to'achers.do

not give priority to questions concerning their interaction.with

cui-riculum materials because they assume,the role and stance of

decision makec. In that case teachers will any way make the decisions

they consider appropriate to circumstances of heir classroom, so /Ct

is of no great significance whether the curriCulum materials provide
...-

them with altern'ative optdons nor does the teacher guide seem very

important. Further research is needed to ascertain which of th'ese

interpretations matches realitx. Such research is especially imp-

Ortant in the light of the findings of the Rand Study
13

on thev.impact

.
of teachers' serse of efficacy namely, their attitudes about their

professional competence, on their success,in implementing innovative
;

curricula.

If we 14 at the ranking .order of specific items, and focus .

-s

on the most an9 least desirable and/or important, an Interesting picture

emerges. In subtest "Subject matter" the highest ranking goes to emphasis

p
on principles anieconcepts of the discipline ahd the.lowest to pre-

requisite knoWledge in othet disciplines. Thia,result may be a 4

reflection of teachers' acceptance of the "strdcture of knowledge"

doctrMe on the one hand, and their apparent )inclination to 41:s-

regard previous learning experiences of their students on the. other

hand. .In subtest "Student" the highest rankihg. has been assigned to.the

adaptAbility of curriculum materials to students of different ability

levels, and the lowest to the sPecification of the ta get population.

In-other word4the question whether.thc material potentially adaptable

to a range of ability levels ig considerably more important than the

question whether the develoPers have desighated the materials to a

.710
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specific tarVet population. It.seeMs that teachers are well aware

of*their intimate knowledge of classroom realities and'students-

needs and are therefore interested in flexible ctirriculum materials.

The leading item in Tibtest "instruction" is related to laboratory

wprk, for biology teacherS, and,to the use of additional information

squrces by s'tudents themselves.as far as non-biology teacheirli are

concerned, Apparently teachers are highly interested in materials which

provide for individualization and experiences in.Which stlidents are

actively involved. This preference ties very nicely with the h.igh

priority assigned to the, flexibility of curricular materials. The

lowest ranking alsigned to the specification of,detailed objectives

is congruent with similar findings which indicate that teachers think

in terms of.co'ntents and students activities, rather,than in terms of

objectives'
9

'

10; 11.
in the"Teacheesubtest.the highest ranking has

been assigned to teachers.' autonomy to choos,e and initiate teaching'
-

stratelgi.A. This finding supports the interpretation theft the Law

postion assigned to subtest "Teacher" ip a result Of teachers' selt

confidence in their ability'to handle the 'materials 'without lockstep
4

directions of the curriculum developers. Their low interest in the

developers' background may be another indicatIon.of their readiness

ta assume the role of 'user-developers'. who are responsible for the

tramgiWaon of externally, developed materials into classrpoth use.through

a ,process of choice'and instructional p1anning
4

. In'subtest "Useability"

avail ility of instructional means.is obvidusly a question.of great
,

impolnce: The low concern of teachers as to Whether, or not
.

the

natarial'S are required by school authorities 'may serve as,indication,Of

the,relatively wide range of freedom that Israeli teachers have in

selecting their cutriculum materials.

Of all background variables analyzed, only the nature of discipline

taught was found to show statistically significant differences. Some

i(interesting differences between biology teachers hnd non-biology_teachers

disclosed in the study have aiready.been aiscussed. The lesser emphasis

of biology teachers on questions'related to the "Student" aspect of

12
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curriculum materials can be accounted for by their higher academii!

onientailcon. It may be that e;eeondary biology teachers 'View them-
,

selves more as "represehtatives" of the science of Biology whereas

Lhe other teachers tend to view them:,olves as educators, oriented

toward the teaching of children. sCo'r,raboration.of this interpretation

may be found in.a study
14

comparing the priorities of secondary .

teachers and elementary teachers in regard to.educatipnal goals. It ,

was found that secondary teaphers tended to attarh highlx priority

fia...i.ntellegt pal i.excemen.ts, ,whar gas, .elemeaa Lary- peacher s. -cons iddred. ......... .....

social integraibp as a more important:goal. That biology tehdhers.'

are mdre concerned with "book layout" may be ! dde to the significant

role illustrations have in Biology. A

4

The finding that biology teachers were less concerned than

pthers to Ascertain that the necessary instructional means and services

.

will be readily availableway be a reflection of the fact that instruct-
.

ional means and services are made available to biology teachers more

than to other groups oe teachers015 The inqubry orientation of high
0

school biology teaNpers has already been discussed.

2) - Wh'at-is the relationship between the importance teachers

'attach to que ions about curriculum materials'and their.

preferences as to actual curriculuM characteristics?

'As stated above statistically significant differences were fOund only

in rating of items in subtest "Subject Matter" and "Student" and -11'1

ranking of iteme in subtest "Teacher". These diffe rences,reported in

Table 6,.are considered as representing theeffect of item format,

' rather than differences between samples. In subtests "Subject-mattem"

and "Student" higher values were oicitainea in CCI-Question;, while with

one exception te opposite was the case for stibtesf. "Teacher". It *

appears as if teachers are reluctant'to ask questiOne related to their

own role in the cUrriculum, althQugh they do conceive.themselves.ak

,playing important-role. On the otkier hand, it is apparently desirable

to know.what kind..Of opportunities the curriculum offers to students-,

but it is not so important whether or not such oppOrtunitilp

13

A



are actually included in the rurriculum. The only exception is the

item "Can the.teachor use th cutticulum materials without'special

training". Ifere the social de:jrability of the question is relatively

high, since it implies that "if special-training ig necessary .1-am

ready for it". On the other hnnd to say that it is important that

teachers can'use the curriculum without special tr ining implies

that "I do not wanC'to spend my time in such train ng", which is muCh

le.ss.a.cc,eptaAe.in.:the.ottmatipaall
. qgMLITgl.ity. h

It would be interesting to) follow up in urther studies

'T

whether teachers' dpparent concern for question about the ''Student"

aspect of curri ulum materials stems from the social desiralbility of

these questions md is not ac6Dmpanied by a bimilar high preference

of curriculum characteristics related td the."Student". 4The

cant statistcal-differences in iteths in sUbte4 "Teacher" are spec-

il1y intriguing: Teachers' disinclination to give high priority to

questions concerning their own role, whele ranking signifitantW

higher statements about curriculum characteristics pertaining

-to teachers, seems tO Point to a peed for raising teachers'- awareness

to the existence of a possible ambivalence in'their attitudes about

teachers' role in curriculum implementation.

3) -What is the image tQachois have as to their own role in

curriculum implementation?

This question was partly answered in the discussiori of the.other two

problems tieated in this study.. IL seems that too little is' known, ,

as yet, about the views of teachers about this important issue. Teachers
,4

do'not assign high priority to question related to the "Teacher" ,

,)

-aspect of:curriculum-materials, but we lack additional evidence that

wOuld provide us with insights into the causes .for this phenOmenon: It

may be that teachers receive conflicting, messages rom the educational
_

*establishment And the scholarly community as regards expectations about

their rofgIii'curriculum implementatia. The apparent ambivaIence,in

teachers' views calls, for further inves4igations that-,cOuld clarigy

\IP

--
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this issue. In the light oi 'Rowing awarenus that active involvement

of teachfcs as change agents, who moLd .-nrriculum matelials according
.

to tlieir specific srtuations is crucial for the successruf introduction

of,innovations into the educational systeM, it'seqms that teachers'

image of their role in curriculum inOemcntation should become-a focus

of-inquiry.

The.yreAnt study was not conducted in relation to specified

1 sets of curriculum materials. The findings'about biology teachers

-N retortedain this study may be ifiterpreted as related to the ,wide-,

use of,B.S.C,S. materials
15

. An interesting avenue of investigation

would be to find out whether thernatur6 of curriculum-materiars does

indeed influence the choices of teachers asto the importance of

questiOns that can be put to the materials,-or t.o their preferences

abut curriculum characteristics. Knowledge about possible inter-
-

relations between teachers views and the nature of curriculum materials

could provide valuable backgrbund informaZIon for curriculum developers.

.4
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"Table 1: Characteristics of Nle th)eo (Di:Jrihution in percents)

Mr

Backgroun(1

vaiiable

r
Biology.)Secondary Others -()thers Secondary Others

CC1

Sex Male

Female

N'
Discipline :%," -

General
(e1ementiory0

1

-\ Hebrew

Mathematics

Foreign Language

. Geography IP
q Biology

N=-70.

Queqiacnis

4

CCI

N15

.Qilestions

N-90

CC1 - Statments

45

55

6'

94 91

19

81

r
1

.

30 26

29 48 22

-),-,
. /32 29

-1- 12 11 15

7 ,9 a

Grade Letrel

1-2

3-6

7-10

11-12

'Academic .Degree
. . .. None

J, .

B.A.

M.A.' .

Teacher Training
None

Teachers 'College

University

. .

Years of Teaching
Experience

3

4 7-7

8 r-15

> 16

100
1

R

.---!-

. 14
J

-N
33 27

' 33 62 28

7 20 38 36

i
14ik10 , 48 18 46

56 45 - 68 43

34 7 14
,

11

-- 41 18
k

36

17 59 82 '64

43 -

.

24 17 18 14

28 20 18 I 11

20 30 31- 4:2

28 33 33 43
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Part A * Part n **

Subtest Biodogy ilEf

S.D. x S.D.
--friur4WV`" tr,Prd'r "Uffiers

S.D. x.

85)

S D.
2

Subject matter

Book layput

Instruction

Student

[1:;e0i1ity
i

Teacher'

5.10

4.97

4.55

4.48

4.27

4.01

.43 5.4,6 .73

1.03 4.78 1.22

.58 4.65 .71

JIA 5.10 .61

74 4.40 .87

.70 4.21 .73

.............1.--.

24.06

21.06

20.03

21.05

19.58

17.91

3.16

6.33

2.25

3.09

3.9

2.22

27.23

19.68

20.41

23.37.

e
17.88

-
-17.65

4

4.63

5.71

3.69

3z11

4.65

2.06'

total: 4.47 :147 1,4.65 .56 - 2,10 21:34 2.00

0

Rating Highest-possible-score = 6

** Ranking Mean rank an a 40-point scale

4c

6

-



Table 3: Mean res1'on90 scorf,y; on individual itomq ,)f

CCI-Quout,ions ( N - I )

SubteAts and Items

Subject Matter

' 'kill A Part P

-S.D.

1

.80 23.88 4.82

i Y'2, Are principles and concepts of the t

discipline emphasized? 5.50. .85 25.97 10.10
Is the content up-tor.date? 5.49 4,77 26.61 10.07

Al. Do the curriculum materials reflect
t

. .

*new deve1oprents ist the particular
disciplihe ,. 5.21 .94 2.21 6.80\A

* 10. Do,the cur 'culummatqrials require .
,. 4out-doors nature study? 5.07 .80 24.84 8.02'

i 25. Do A curriculum materials- stress the
1

*) development of ingliiry skills? 5.06 1.08 21.99 8.85
t: Do thd, curriculum materials.provide a

.

broad knowledge of. subj9ct mattbr? 4. 4.96 1.02 23.15 8.58
* 20.'Do the.Curriculum materials require prior

knowledge of chemisbtry,and physics? 4.44. 1,16 20.03 5.03

Book Layoui

I4),1

4

.33. Are the print and general,layout
attractive?

. 32. Are the materials well-illustrated?

...

Student
'

!

'19- Can the 'curriculum materials be adapted.
to students of different ability levels?

23. Are there bpportunieies to

develop creativItY?
28. Are there opportunities for value

1.20 20.64 6.17

40

5.06. 1.15
4.67 1.40

1.4.75 .80

.

5.25 .99,

5.24 .93

.

20.92 7.63
1 .20.36 6.98

22.77 3.54

24.48 9.82

25.11 '8.89

education? .4 lk" - 4P.14...1.04 24.83 9,32 1
22. Is the subject Matter applicable and

relevant to life outside school? 5.11 1.11 24.38 9.39
24; Are there oppOrtunities to express

feelings and attitudes? 5.06 1.10 .23.64 8.24
\ Is tile age of the targep student16. 0

population specigied? 4.46 ..1.46 40.55 6.43
40. Are there opportunities to educate for

national values? '-' 4.31 1.68 20.33 9.33
16. Is the level of the target.student,-- '1-N,

..

population specified? 3.99 1:41 18.68 5.33

"ft
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Table 3

Subtests and Items

Tastructi-n t,

* 5. Do the curriculum materials requlie.
tvork in the Laboratory?

37. Are.stuipnts directed to aElditional
information shurces? 1

9. Does the sequence ptOVii(ifr- incn-
. Teased difficulty level?.
88. fu the language difficult?
21. Are innovative instructional

Strategies required?
* 15. /re experimentd with living

animals included?
, .

17, Do curriculum materials.require
group work? *

.

27.,Do the curriculum materials specify

detailed students' outcomqs?
4!

7,-.4.rl__

UseabilitY t

e -,,,.,

18. Are the necessary instructional means
readily available?

, 3. Do the curriculum materials allow
for transfer from one school to

another? .

29. What is,the price of the stuaent
,

textbook?
,,

I.

4.'Are the curriculum.materials designed

;as an enrichmeht program or are they

requirVillg the, educational
)

author ?

Teacher

38. Is the teacher free to choose and
initiate teaching strategies?

13. Do the curriculum materials provide
the teacher wfth alternatives for
choice?

7. Do the curriculum materfals include
0 a teacher guide?

34. Can the teacher Utilize the curr-
iculum materials 'without 9pc,k&1

training?
39. Do the materials contain su est-

ions for homework?

1

Part-

1.54

A

S.D.

Part

x

20.5)

. B

S.D.

.7(, 3.31

r;.',1 .78 25.21 8.93

5.09 1.03 21.70 6.66

5,0/ 1.06 22.34 7.88

4.82 1.23 Ir21.00 9.06

4,51 1,10 20.25 6.92

4.29 1.32 . 19.03 5.72

*3.71 1.32 17.60 7.39

/

..3.41 1..33 15.93 7.26

.

4.27 .90 18.92 4.42

%

5.40 .90 24.50 8.58
1

N

,4,12 1,36 18.83 1Q,93

N
3.97 1A2 4..46 0,22

.

t

3.82 1.33 16:86 7,17

4.11 .80 .18.17 2.41

5,32 .92 24.54 8.14

5.09. .97 22.04 7.14

4.86 1.26 21.69 7.78'

4.66 1.26 19.94 5.33
.

4.20 1.36 17.56 7.63.



Subtests and Items

14. Do the curriculum materials piovide

ready-made tests?
31. Does the teacher guide explain the

considerations of the curriculum

developers?
30. Is the teacher required to devote

a lot of time for preparation?

--14) 26. Does the teacher guide include

explicit edubstional objectives?

12. Is the time necessary for instruct-

Ion specified in the teacher's

guide?
35: Is baaground information about

curriculum developers made

available to tokchers?

Part

x ,.S.D.

A Part B

S:D.

Op

4.(3 1.42 19.50 739

3.2 1.48 . 17.82 7.64

3,86 1.48 16.56 7.43

3.83 1.57 17.21 7.28

3.43 1.45 , 13.63 8.53

2.56 1.43 9.15 6.60_

* -Responses to these items-were obtained only by biology teachers

4

41

( W.70 )

0- 20

-
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Tahlc 4: Statisticaily significant differenec L.tween lirology YO)

and nun-biology (N.45) secondary teacher.: 4

Subtest
0

Items

, Biology

x S.D.

Others

S.D. t

Biology

x S.D.

Others

x t

Subject
matter 'Whole S.10 .48 5.40 .66 -2.64**

29:16 9,79 24.71 9.23 -2.43*

-11 .98 .98 514 .82 -3.15

Layout whole 4:97 1.03 4.54 1.28 1.97*

Instruction

32

whole

5.00 1.11 4.09 1.64 3.28**

t'

8 5.12 1.18 4.49 1.441 2,57*

9 4.78 1.14 5.24 1.02 :2.20*

Student whole 4.48 .66 5.06 .48

16 3.87 1:45 5.04 1.10 -4.59** 18.86 6.18 22.47 7.45 '-2.82**

23 4.94 .95 5.49 .77 -3.19** 23.37 8.42 27.80 8.87. 72.70*

/ 4.68 1.14 5.25 .20.29 6.2( 25)18 8.25 -:3.40**

28 4.60 1.11 5.59,1e

,1.06

.58 -5.99" 22.23 8.2k0 2740 9.09 -3.29**

40 3.38 1.58 5.04 1.12 -6.09** 15.42 8.34_ 24.89 8.81 -5.55**

Usedbility .whole

3 3.81 1:13 4.47 1.56, -2.42* '20.89 6.31 .23.67 8.18 -2.05

18 26.84 9.16 22.47 7.90 2c64

Teacher Lthole !

30 3.47 1.43 4.09 1:501.,,-2.21*
6

.

, .31 16.44 7.40 19.20 7.42 -/.95*

35 ,2.19 1.16 2.84 1.62, -2..54*

39 439 1.22 1.40 1.57 3.0o**

*p <6.05

**p <0.01

21
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Table 5 !, intercorrelation among maito:its (Part A)

Subtest

0
S.

2. 3. 4. 5,

Biology'Others Biology'Others Biology Othors Biology Others Biology of.herg

1. Subject matter

2. fnstruction .58 .33
4

3. Vachpr .19 .57 .62 )1'..26
1

4. Book"Layout. .03 .10 .20 .41. 53 .46

5. Student :32 .37 -.59 .46 .55 .51 .20 . .36

6. -Useability
t..

.33 .23 .42 .49 (.39 .61
,

.20 ,27 .26
14

.P

4

7

.t.-

.2

.36

1

correlation IndicLs Statistically significant

at 0.05 level are 0.-23 for-biology (N=70)

and 0.20 for othei!; (4-.65).

.11

wo.

, .

).



Table 6: Statistically significant differences betwen cCl-Questions (N=11r))

ana CCT-Statements (14,..90)

Subtest
011

Items Questions Statements Qustions Statements

x S.D. x S.D. x S.D. x S.D.

Subject matter whole 5.26

6 5.02

11 4.40

Student whole '5.10

23 5.49

24 5.38

28 5,60

341\ 4.95

40 5.08

Teacher whole 4.21

7

12

14-

31
1

34 4,59

35 2.87

39

.73 4.36 .63 22.43 4.61 ,t 19.27 71.39

1.11 4.51 1.09 2.27

v.87 5.06 1.10 2.22*

.61 4.70 .90 V3.37 3.11 22.74 3.94

.85 4.88 1.46 337**

.96 4.80 1.42 3.09"

,62 4.95 1.34 4.09**

1.28 3.98 1.58 4.40**

1.08 4.65 1.56 2.12**

.73 4.26 -.73 17.65 2.06 19.01 2.01 '

21.06 8.34 28.85 8.38 -2:20*
4

14.34 .8.05 17.46 8.29 07,52*1

15.49 7.51 18.18 8.10 -2.25*

18.41 7.31 20.40 4,84 -2.11

11.35 .3.79 1.64 3.49**19.34 5.32 15.66 7.98 3,58".

1.57 3.0 P.50 -2,97** 9.51 8.66 16.50. 6.79 -5.90**

15.87 7.88 19.21 7.4 h-2.87

* p < 0.05 ** p <001
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